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Oxley Capital Partners

Capital raising: sourcing alternate growth or transformation debt and equity capital 

M&A: advising on divesting (sell-side) and acquiring (buy-side)   

Corporate advisory: strategic reviews and commercial due diligence 

Restructuring: bank and private debt advisory; optimising structure, terms & pricing.

Oxley Capital Partners is an independent corporate advisory and investment firm,

working with family owned and corporate food and agribusiness operations.

 

Oxley Capital Partners was established to assist clients in gaining access to alternate

forms of debt and equity capital, to support growth or transformation.

 

Our extensive connectivity in the local market enables us to originate deal flow relevant

to both domestic and offshore investors.

 

We help clients across the supply chain with: 
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Market
snapshot

heightened food security concerns 

supply chain and trade disruption

accelerated agtech uptake

increased awareness of domestic

manufacturing capabilities.

Australian agriculture has been

enjoying strong market signals,

supported by high commodity prices,

low exchange rates and cheap debt. 

 

Current favourable seasonal

conditions are stoking long-term

market confidence with domestic

producers, as parts of eastern

Australia experienced the wettest

start to a year in nearly a decade.

 

Australian farmland values increased

on average 13.5% in 2019 (6th

consecutive year of growth) with 7.5%

annual compound growth achieved

over the past 20 years (Rural Bank

Australian Farmland Values 2020).

 

Enter the room COVID-19, rapidly

changing consumer dynamics, with

its impact on agriculture to be felt

long after lockdown.

 

COVID-19’s impact on Australian

agriculture remains to be seen

however, we are witnessing: 

COVID-19 has seen temporary changes

to the Foreign Investment Review

Board (FIRB) rules, with the Federal

Government mandating all foreign

investment requires FIRB approval

regardless of value. 

 

These temporary changes will expire

on 1 January 2021, reverting back to

previous thresholds for agribusiness

and farmland.

 

Regardless, foreign direct investment

will continue to play a pivotal role in

Australia’s agricultural investment

landscape post COVID-19.

 

As we emerge from under the doona,

capital will continue playing a critical

role to shore up liquidity positions and

to support operators optimise or

‘right-size’ balance sheets. 

 

"Australian farmland
continues to prove its worth
as an uncorrelated
defendable asset class."

Feeding Australia is an essential

service, with food production and

supply deemed an essential service by

the Federal Government on 25 March

2020, minimising the impacts of

COVID-19 industry shutdowns.
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The COVID-19
effect

COVID-19 continues to disrupt

supply chains and influence

consumer demand as regulatory

environments adapt to prioritise

restricting the spread of the virus.

 

Whilst the effect of COVID-19 on the

agricultural industry will continue to

play out, we take a brief look at

current impacts and opportunities.

 

Consumer behaviour
 

COVID-19 has seen consumers

become familiar with alternate

purchasing channels, with Australia

Post stating online shopping has

increased by 80% in 2020.

 

Boston Consulting Groups's COVID-

19 Australian Consumer Sentiment

Snapshot highlights an increased

appetite for Australian brands, with

37% of consumers happy to purchase

Australian brands (56% increase from

2016), despite the premium price

perception of Australian brands.  

 

The trade-up for Australian brands

will be largely seen in fresh food,

packaged food and medicines.

 

 

Australia is forecast to experience up

to an 6.7% contraction in 2020 with

the economy forecast to see growth

of 6.1% in 2021 (IMF 2020).

 

Australia’s economic recovery will be

reliant upon strong private

consumption growth, increased

public and private investment and

accommodative monetary policy.

 

 

"the Aussie dollar at 11 year
lows will provide a shock
absorber effect, increasing
demand for our exports"

Local origin has become an important

accelerator in brand/product decision

making during COVID-19.   

 

Due to interrupted global supply

chains, as well as the need for local

transparency and trust of ingredients

and sourcing.

 

The bigger picture 
 

International Monetary Fund (IMF)

forecasts the effects of COVID-19 will

see the global economy contracting

3%, decreasing incomes and

discretionary spending on non-

essential items.  
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Accelerated agtech uptake

 
The Australian government’s March

2020 declaration of agriculture as an

essential service, meant the

guaranteed measures to control the

spread of COVID-19, did not

inadvertently obstruct local food

production and supply.

 

COVID-19 has exposed opportunities

for a greater push to increase

development and adoption of

technology along the supply chain.

Focusing on ensuring food safety,

quality, traceability and authenticity,

with a greater focus on the first and

last mile of produce.

 

Research suggests that Aussie tech

start-ups could add up to A$109

billion to GDP along with creating

540,000 jobs by 2033 (KPMG).

 

Australian Farm Institute estimate

digital technology could boost the

value of Australian agriculture by a

whopping 25%, equating to a A$20.3

billion boost to its bottom line.  

 

We are witnessing firsthand the

positive impacts of ag-tech adoption,

with an increased uptake in online

auction platforms with livestock

marketing platform Auctions Plus

experiencing significant growth

during lockdown.
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Supply chain and logistics
 

Prime Minister Scott Morrison

recently emphasised that global trade

is a centrepiece of Australia’s path to

economic recovery by ensuring our

industries are highly competitive,

resilient and able to succeed in a

global market, not by protectionism.

 

As much as 70% of all Australian

agricultural production is exported,

accounting for ~A$48 billion annually. 

 

Only 3% of Australian exports are air

freighted, with the majority of air

freight disruptions impacting the

seafood and horticulture industries.  

 

Such disruptions are estimated to

cost Australian seafood exports A$200

million.

 

Sea freight has been relatively

unaffected apart from restrictions at

international docks.  

 

Global oil prices crashing has been a

positive factor for sea freight by

significantly decreasing costs.

 

Greenville (et al 2020) reports that

bulk sea cargo freight costs for grain

out of Fremantle, WA has fallen by

35% since the beginning of 2020.

 

 



A case for domestic

manufacturing?
 

Australia is heavily reliant on

imported agricultural inputs with up

to US$530 million of Australia’s gross

value of agricultural and food exports

attributed to Chinese ag inputs.

 

It is anticipated disruptions on

imported agri inputs to be 1.7x

greater than the effect of demand

shocks on agricultural production.

 
This factor may present domestic

manufacturing opportunities to

develop markets in Australia where

they have previously been

uncompetitive against imports.

 

On the back of COVID-19 we are likely

to see those countries whom rely

heavily on exports, pushing

significant investments towards local

food production.

On 25 March 2020 the Federal

Government announced the

establishment of the National Covid-

19 Coordination Commission to

mitigate the impact of COVID-19 on

local jobs and businesses and

to facilitate the fastest

possible recovery of livelihoods. 

 

This commission has already flagged

an opportunity to build domestic

food and other (fertiliser)

manufacturing capabilities. 

 

There will remain uncertainty around

such concepts given consumers will

seek more cost competitive inputs,

should they provide similar benefits. 

 

In theory, this nationalistic sentiment

may have merit but may lack

economic practicality, considering

the current market landscape for

labour, energy and input costs.
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Investment
trends

With the positive global and local

outlook for Australian agribusinesses,

alternate capital pools are needed to

inject liquidity into the domestic

market. 

 

Market liquidity
 

A lack of secondary investment in

agriculture poses difficulties for exit

strategies longer-term, not just for

investors but also for financiers and

agribusinesses alike.

 

Demand from both local and offshore

investors, actively participating

along the supply chain, is critical in

driving liquidity in the sector. 

 

We are working with investment

groups that are providing growth or

transformation capital to best in class

management teams, supporting

earnings growth or to fund bolt on

acquisitions.  Also, addressing

shareholder liquidity and

intergenerational ownership transfer.

 

 

strategic trade investors or

industry operators 

institutional investors or

pension/super funds 

private equity 

high net worth investors or family

offices 

bank or non-bank (private debt)

lenders.

Taking into account the above

factors, capital (debt or equity) may

come from various alternate sources,

both domestic and offshore, such as: 

"a lack of liquidity has direct
implications for succession
transition of agribusiness
assets, with alternate capital
needed to drive the
necessary capital through
the sector"

where the operation sits in the

supply chain ie. farm gate/post

farm gate 

geography and nature of the

operation (ie. sub-sector) 

immediate liquidity needs.

Capital sources 

 
When considering the form and

source of capital (debt or equity)

relevant to an operation, it is critical

to understand: 
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Investment models
 

On the ground we are seeing many

investment models continuing to be

of value to operations, assisting in

capitalising a business and driving

growth or transformation.

 

1. Sale and lease
 

In Australia sale and leaseback or buy

and lease (depending on which side

of the transaction you sit) has quickly

become a readily accepted

investment vehicle for agricultural

investors seeking passive exposure to

the sector.  

 

It is also fast becoming an accepted

alternative to traditional debt and

equity structures when seeking

growth capital.

 

Local and offshore institutional

capital and pension (superannuation)

funds have been the primary

investors in sale and leaseback

transactions. 

 

Mainly due to their ability to invest for

a longer-term horizon aligned with

their capital commitments.

 

Australian super funds have invested

in sale and leaseback transactions

albeit limited.

 

the number of properties on the

market remaining historically low,

with Rabobank reporting from 2014

to 2018 the number of properties

on the market fell 40% to 50% in all

states across Australia

leasing to support growth (scale)

and both geographic and

commodity diversification 

succession planning, driven by next

gen achieving success outside of

agri or an inability to unlock capital

from asset heavy operations

without having to divest.

Rabobank's recent report a ‘new lease

on land’, found nationally more than

28% of farms lease a portion of their

operating land. As high as 45% in

South Australia and 38% in Western

Australia, given operational scale.

 

Rabobank identified the motives for a

sale and lease structure continue to

increase, supported by:
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give me land, lots of land – investors seek scale, creating upside for

operators to scale without taking on lots large amounts of debt

appropriate risk adjusted returns – leasing property without

operating (agricultural) risk may be attractive when investing 

capital growth – investors want to invest in regions with high capital

growth potential

people who know what they are doing - investors want to mitigate

counter-party risk by ensuring their assets are being managed by

experienced operators with sound financial capacity. 

skin in the game – investors may want operators to contribute equity

in the investment to align interests 

known investment parameters – documenting  the investment

parameters and lease term are critical to de-risk the investment.

Common factors investors consider in farmland sale and leaseback
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2. Joint Ventures
 

Joint venture (JV) arrangements are

becoming more prolific with

operators seeking to underpin growth

as they chase scale and margin

capture across the value chain.

 

JV's provide a farming operation that

may be capital constrained and

reliant on debt for expansion an

ability to leverage an asset lite

balance sheet or to assist with

facilitating family succession.

 

A JV also provides structure flexibility

which may be of appeal for a non-

controlling or passive investor.

 

Normally, a funding partner (investor)

contributes patient capital and/or

governance expertise to the JV with

an operating partner managing the

assets through providing a capable

management team and required

plant and equipment, providing a

‘turn key’ management solution.

 

Both JV participants are also able to

take a more active operational role

that offers higher upside, creating an

avenue to achieve more private

equity like returns.

 

create an opportunity to structure

an off balance sheet investment

allow for the investor to access

product and IP transfer

stage investment to mitigate risk.

risk mitigation: through

geographic and commodity

diversification

economies of scale: creating

opportunities for higher operating

returns

margin capture: ability to grow an

operators ancillary businesses to

capture value chain margin 

acquisition platform: creating a

scalable asset base

skin in the game: meaningful co-

investment from JV participants.

Structuring a JV provides an ability to

be flexible for the benefit of

stakeholders which may:

 

Other benefits for stakeholders are:

 

Of note is the interest in JV's for

strategic trade investors seeking

access to product (offtake) with a

preference to an asset lite

investment, as opposed to making a

material balance sheet investment,

such as acquiring land and or a

business.
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Environmental, Social &

Governance 
 

Food & agribusiness investors are

continuing to integrate ESG criteria

into their investment analysis,

beginning with their initial due

diligence process.

 

Many investment groups are

committed to reporting on ESG

activities under the United Nations

backed Principles for Responsible

Investment (PRI) Farmland

Guidelines.  Demonstrating long-term

sustainable returns that are

measurable against the PRI

guidelines.

 

In seeking external capital, many

operators are ensuring ESG data sets

are available and transparent, given it

is an increasingly popular way for

investors to evaluate opportunities.

 

Some examples of ESG criteria that

may be assessed in investment

decision are:

 

Environmental: focusing on material

environmental factors to enhance

natural capital, creating long-term

value for stakeholders such as soil

biodiversity and water, energy,

emissions, chemicals and waste

reduction.

 

Social: addressing the relationship

operations have with their

community, including human capital

relations, labour standards and

diversity and inclusion. 

 

Governance: ensuring operations

have/are adopting governance

practices and procedures to assist

operations better plan, manage risk

and meet the needs of internal and

external stakeholders.
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the average $ increase

per hectare of Australian

farmland in 2019

13.5% 7.5%
the annual compound

growth rate of

Australian farmland over

the past 20 years

13.2%
the reduction in farmland

transactions year on year

23.7%
the average $ increase

per hectare of farmland

in Northern NSW in 2019
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